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Have you seen this? want/seen some/seen all genres: action, drama, magic, romance Themes: bishoujo, magic girl, sentai find similar anime based on genres and themes Unwanted content: Soft Plot Summary: Sailor Moon and senshi vs. a new set of villains: Death Busters (Professor Tomoe, Kaorinite, Witch 5,
Mistress 9, Pharaoh 9). Death Busters plan to rule the world using the energy from the pure heart crystals of innocent victims, but Sailor Moon and senshi must stop them. The outer senshi (Neptune, Uranus, Pluto, Saturn) also make an appearance although Pluto appeared briefly in Sailor Moon R. User ratings: 1404
ratings were given details Masterpiece: 172 votes (sub:114, dub:45, ?:4, raw:1, others:83 Spanish christened2 Italian dubbed2 German dubbed1 Russian called) Excellent: 274 votes (sub:165, dub:80, edit.80, edit.80 crude:5, ?:3, other:135 Spanish dubbed3 German dubbed1 Russian named1 Polish subtitles1 Italian
named1 Spanish subtitles1 Polish christened) Very good: 361 votes (sub:208, dub:102, edit.dub:12, crude:126, ?:4, others:298 Spanish dubbed7 Portuguese dubbed6 German dubbed2 Italian christened1 Polish edited dub1 Polish subtitles1 Russian dubbed1 French duplicated one Spanish subtitles1 Italian edited dub)
Good: 321 votes (sub:159, dub:94, edit.dub:27 , ?:9, raw:5 , other:279 Spanish dubbed5 German dubbed4 Portuguese christened2 Russian dubbed2 Spanish subtitles2 French duplicate1 Italian edited dub1 Polish subtitles1 Portuguese subtitles) Decent: 154 votes (sub:85, dub:40, edit.dub:3, raw:2, ?:2, Other:225 Italian
dubbed4 German dubbed4 Spanish christened2 Tagalog dubbed1 Portuguese christened1 Polish edited dub1 Portuguese edit dub1 Portuguese subtitles1 Russian subtitles1 Russian subtitles1 Croatian subtitles) So: 46 votes (dub:21, sub:16, edit.dub:6, other:31 Portuguese edited dub1 Polish edited dub1 Portuguese
christened) Not very good: 36 votes (dub:18, sub:10, edit.dub:4, other:42 Portuguese dubbed1 German dubbed1 Italian dubbed Weak: 22 votes (sub:13, dub:6, edit.dub:2, others:1) Bad: 8 votes (sub:4, dub:2, others:21 Portuguese christened1 Spanish edged) Horrible : 5 votes (sub:4, edit.dub:1) Worst ever: 5 votes
(dub:3, others:21 Italian dubbed) Considered in part or a total of 4447 users, rank: #190 (out of 8108)Median rating: Very goodArithmetic means: 7,625 (Very good), std. dev.: 1.7078, Rank: #1267 (from 8187)Weighted average: 7.522 (Very good), rank: #1380 (8187) (all seen: 7.71 / seen some: 6.71 / not Finish:
4.57)Bayesian Score: 7.522 (Very Good Rank), #1134 (out of 6193) Duration: half an hour per episode Number of episodes: 38 News: Show: 10 No 1 No 5 No. 17 Untested Japan Animation Blu-ray Disc Rating, January 7-13 (January 15, 2019) Japanese Rating Animated Blu-Ray Rating Disc, November 12-18
(November 20, 2018) North American Anime, Manga Releases, September 30 - October 6 (October 2, 2018) North American Anime, Manga Releases, June 18-24 (June 20, 2017) North American Anime, Manga Releases, November 13-19 (November (November 2016) Viz Media Shows Sailor Moon S Dub Cast (July 3,
2015) Case France Adds Sailor Moon R s Anime (January 22, 2014) Animation Japan DVD Rating, June 14-20 (June 22, 2010) AX 2002: Anime Expo Opening Ceremony (July 6, 2002) Anime on Canadian Cable (March 27, 2002) This Week Anime and Manga Releases (November 28, 2001) This Week Releases
(November 14 , 2001) Anime on TV (November 8, 2001) Pioneer Release Date (October 24, 2001) Seiyuu Michie Tomizawa to retire (October 15, 2001) This week anime and manga releases (October 9, 2001) 01) Sailor Moon S on KidsWB for one week (August 24, 2001) Pioneer and ADV Release Date (August 7,
2001) More Release Dates (May 22, 2001) AnimeFringe March 2001 Update (February 28 , 2001) Release Dates (December 17, 2000) More anime in the Top 40 (December 11, 2000) Sailor Moon and Sailor Moon S on VHS and DVD (October 23, 2000) YTV Anime News (September 13, 2000) Kunihiko Ikuhara and
Chiho Saito WA session in CNAnime (August 30, 2000) Canadian TV Anime News (August 12, 2000) Otakon 2000 Report (August 8, 2000) Kissing Cousins? (July 12, 2000) Sailor Moon S (April 17, 2000) Other articles: Show: 2 No 1 Referee No 8 Untested List - 7 Christmas Anime Call of the Season (December 7,
2013) Mike Toole Show - Very Anime Christmas (December 19, 2010) Hey, answer! (March 9, 2006) Ms. Answerman and Half-Blood Princess (July 17, 2005) Ms. Answerman: Murphy's Laws (August 13, 2004) List Editing - Sailor Moon R Movie (October 27, 2001) Answer: Prize Package (April 9, 2001) Answer: Super
Grand Ultimate Mega Trivia Champion! (March 8, 2001) This encyclopedia is co-edited by users of this site DISCLAIMER add information to report an error to look for sources Compare this anime credits with others - B C D F G I J K L M N S S T U V W Y Y Y Anime Anthology The first episodes of Sailor Moon S are
finally available on Hulu and Neon Alley. After a disappointing last week that included only one episode and that, being a flashback, we really get into Sailor Moon S this week. For many American fans Sailor Moon S may be the first they actually watched the show as it aired on cartoon network. The original launch of the
first season and Sailor Moon R, while popular here in Canada, is often played at less coveted time slots in syndication across the United States, while most people, including the sun, have not yet risen. The Hulu banner has been updated to reflect the series and the original intro intact. Those who first watched the series
on Dvd Pioneer had one introduction for all of Sailor Moon S, but there was actually a number of slightly different intros as more characters were introduced. Episode 90, Premonition of the Apocalypse: Mysterious New Guardians Appear, has a lot going on as we met new enemies and allies! Rey has a prediction of the
apocalypse! In a scene that looks like Judgment Day from Terminator 2, she all her friends are killed and various things that we will later be able to identify with some spoilers. Basically there are some some Talismans. If only this vision were clearer to her and others, we might have been able to clear up some
misunderstandings! It's a pity that this is not the case. This season's new villains are the Deadly Bastards. We met Professor Tomoe and Kaolinite. Professor Tomo seems completely insane, which is pretty accurate. Kaolinite is probably the most emotionally stable of the Busters' death. The trick this season is that Death
Busters take the pure hearts of people. First on resing Ray's block! What a coincidence! The monster rips out her heart and busts Crystal Star Sailor Moon brooch leaving her powerless. Two mysterious new sailor guards will appear to save the day! In fact they seem to be more interested in Ray's heart. When it seems
that there is no Talisman, they return it. Fortunately, they are able to send the monster because Sailor Moon is completely powerless at the moment. Who are these new Seamen Guardians? We'll see a lot of them this season. Episode 91, The Kind of Love Is Born: A New Transformation of Usagi, It's All About Cats!
That's great. Mamoru finds an abandoned house full of cats, so he brings usagi there. They meet a young girl Mihara in the house, but she worries that the cats need a new house as the house will soon be demolished. A tall jynx ensues as Usagi tries to lay off cats on his friends. The Cats' Sailor Moon R and S sure don't
look much like Rhett Butler and the other Cats from season one. Miharu loves to do puzzles and so Dimon, this season's monsters, is made of cat puzzles. This Dimon is pretty cool as she crumbles into pieces of the puzzle when she gets injured. At this point in the series the monsters are starting to get much more
interesting than they were in the past. Too bad Sailor Moon is powerless with her Busted Crystal Star! Time to sell more toys! Sailor Moon receives the updated Cosmic Heart Compact and the Spiral Rod of the Moon of the Heart. Her new attack is The Moon Spiral Heart Attack. At least all those words this time. Support
site by buying the first season of Sailor Moon and DVD or Blu-ray using the link below: Possibly related messages in: Anime Episodes, Sailor Moon S Episodes Comments Share Premonition of the Apocalypse: Mysterious New Guardians Appear is the 1st episode of Sailor Moon's 3rd anime season and the 90th
episode as a whole. It premiered in Japan on March 19, 1994. CWi English dub the title of this episode is Star Struck, Bad Luck, and it aired in North America on June 12, 2000. Summary After Rey has a vision of a world destroyed by some unknown threat, she was attacked by Daimon that Sailor Moon is unable to beat.
After the attack, the Sailors' Guardians failed to defeat their new enemies of two unknown figures, Neptune and Uranus, to come out and defeat the Dimon. Rey's plot has a vision of a world covered in darkness and her fellow Sailor Guardians along with the rest of Tokyo have been turned to stone. Explosion, then
destroy everything including Sailor Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and Venus. Rey then sees a bright light that breaks down into three separate lights that appear before floating away. The next day the girls are together at the Hickawa Shrine to study for the upcoming test, but Rey is distracted because of his vision and Usagi
sleeps. After awakening Usagi is reminded that she must learn more than any of them because of her previous exam results. Elsewhere, a man (Professor Tomoe) experiments with a pod in a test tube, he starts laughing and tells his assistant, Kaolinite, that their work is complete, and that all that is left is to find three
mascots that are hidden in three crystals of the heart. As soon as all three mascots are collected, the Holy Grail will appear, which will give the user great power. The man then releases Dimon's egg, and his assistant walks away with it. After failing the English language test, Usagi thinks about what Mamoru would say if
he found out, only for Mamoru to show up and tell her that he was postponing their next date to give Usagi more time to study. Rey then heads home, where Dimon's egg was swallowed by a tree in the sanctuary grounds. Ray tries to fire reading, hopefully give her more insight into the dream she had but not being able
to see anything. She decides to place the tag on the desire tree, and as soon as she finishes the tree turns into a heart attacked named Mikuuji. Rey tries to escape from Mikuji and transforms, but before she can, she is pressed against the wall with her removable stone hands. Mikuji then shoots a dark beam of energy at
Rey, making the light come out of his chest and Rey starts screaming in pain. Walking through the Area of Usagi and Luna, you can hear Rey's cry, Usagi turns into Sailor Moon and tries to save Rey, but Mikuji is too strong. The rest of the girls show up and try to help, but everyone is pinned like Rey before they can turn.
The tuxedo mask appears and distracts Mikuuji, but is disconnected like others as well. Sailor Moon then attacks the Moon Princess Of Halation, but to everyone's surprise, it doesn't affect her. Mikuuji then pins Sailor Moon on a tree where she then bites at her star compact which breaks it, Silver Crystal deactivates and
Sailor Moon returns to Usagi. After having stopped all the interference Mikuji returns to Rey and shoots more explosion into her, which causes the crystal to come out from inside her, which Mikuuji shows to be the crystal of the heart. As soon as Rey loses to the side, two bursts of energy come out of nowhere and hit
Mikuuji which turns her back into a tree that the egg falls out of, breaking on the ground. Two mysterious figures dressed as the Sailor of the Guardians look at Ray Crystal's heart before determining that this is not the one they are looking for and bring him back to Rey. Now that Mikuji has been defeated, all who have
been pressed have become free, and they all rush to Rey, who regains consciousness. They all cuddle, and then question who their new enemy is. International Oak Oak Brazilian Portuguese: Komis Uma Nova Batalha (New Battle Begins) European Portuguese: O Inacio de Autra Batalha! (The beginning of another
battle) French: TV: Nouvelle bataille (New Battle) DVD: Un Presage de la fin du monde? Le Mystises Herrier. (The foreshadowing of the end of the world? German: Lernen Fullt Shver (Learning Hard) Changes in manga Only one of the mysterious figures dressed as a sailor Keeper. Another is wearing a suit resembling a
tuxedo mask. In the manga, Mamoru is the main character who dreams of destroying the world, although Rey also has some. After all, all the characters have such dreams, whereas in the anime, only Rey and Setsun have them. Kaolinite wears mostly black and a completely different outfit. The clothes she wears outside
the lab resemble her manga outfit when she's disguised as Kaori. Kaolinite takes direct orders from Pharaoh 90, not Professor Tomoe. Dimons have a common monstrous appearance and have living people and animals, not plants and inanimate objects. Dub Changes First Performances Characters Sailor Uranus Sailor
Neptune Suichi Tomoe Kaolinite Elements Pure Heart Crystal Diamond Egg Attacks World Shaking (Not Named) Gallery Development Trivia This is the last time Sailor Moon converts using Moon Crystal Power, makeup and the last time she uses Crystal Star; in the next episode, she uses the Cosmic Heart Compact
along with the phrase Moon space power, makeup. It was the first episode, titled In English, by Cloverway Inc., and the first in which Serena was voiced by Linda Ballantyne, Amy Lisa Balkans, and Mina Emily Barlow, who previously voiced Reya in episodes from 66 to 82 dubbing DiC. The title of the episode most likely
comes from the song Starstruck by the classic hard rock band Rainbow. In the song, ronnie's vocalist James Dio repeatedly rhymes with the word starstruck with the phrase bad luck. Anime episodes of Sailor Moon S episodes of Community Content are available according to CC-BY-SA unless stated otherwise. Noted.
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